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The article presents SrbELTeć, a corbus develobed within the COS7 aclion Distant 

Rheading Jor Eurobean Literary History ( 416204 ). 41} novels in SrbELTeć uere 
selecled, prepared, and annolaled using fhe common brinciples established 

Jor all language collections in the European Liferary Text Collection (ELTeĆ ). 
The challenges and solutions in preparing SrpELTeć from scralch are ouflined. 

0I novels uwere manually encoded in TEI wifh rich metadata and stuctural 
annolation. The aulomatic annolation included POS4agging, lemmatization, 
and named enlihies, relying on Nalural Language Processing resources develojed 
and maintained by fhe JehTeh Language Resources and Technologies Sociely, The 
infegration ofSrpELTeć with Wibidata was supported with a set ofSPAROL queries 

Jor the refrieval of metadata wilh difJerent visualization opfions. Recent aclivilies 

wifhin the COST Action VexusLinguarum-–Eurobean Nehvorb for Web-centred 

Linguistic Data Science (G418209) are related fo the linbed dala version of' 

SrpELTeĆ using the NWLP Interchange Format. 41/ versions ofSrbELTeć are freely 

available under the CC-BY license. 

Keywords: digital humanities / Serbian literature / text corpora / distant reading / 
linked data / named entity recognition / text analytics 

Introduction 

"The paradigm of distant reading involves the use of computer methods 

for the analysis oflarge collections of literary texts. The goal of these anal- 

yses is to complement the methods used in literary theory and history. 

Franco Moretti proposed reading; methods that involve works outside the 
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established literary canon, which, following Margaret Cohen, he refers to 

as the “great unread” (Moretti 55). A novelty that Moretti suggests for 

the study of literature is the use of patterns, statistics, paratexts, and other 

properties that literary studies tended to disregard. 

Applying, methods of distant reading necessitates a careful selection 

of works based on firm criteria and an equally careful preparation of 

the selected works. The focus of the COST action Distant Reading for 

European Literary History (CA16204), which ran from 2017 to 2022, 

was the preparation of a multilingual resource dubbed the European 

Literary Text Collection, or ELTeC (Odebrecht et al.; see also Burnard 

et al.). Ihe core of ELTeC contains a hundred novels first published 

berween 1840 and 1920, covering twelve languages commonly spoken 

in Europe, each forming linguistic sub-collections (Schoch et al.). In 

addition, for nine languagces partial collections of under a hundred nov- 

els were developed, while for six languages extended collections were 

developed as well. 

'Ihe mandatory criteria for selection demanded that each work 

belong to narrative prose (as a novel or a long story), include a mini- 

mum of 10,000 words, and appecar in first edition becween 1840 and 

1920. In order to be included in a certain language sub-collection, the 

work had to be originally written in that language, since translations 

were not foreseen. Preference was given to works that were published 

as books, rather than in installments in serial publications. 

Additional conditions were set for the composition of each sub- 

collection, with the idea to ensure, on the one hand, the diversity of 

the works represented and, on the other hand, a comparative analysis 

of sub-collections and the application of key methods for the statistical 

analysis of texts. Ihese additional criteria for the desirable corpus bal- 

ance involved cach sub-collection size, genders of authors, the lengths 

of texts and the number of their editions, cven coverage of the period 

1840—1920, and the number of novels per author. A sub-collection had 

to contain a hundred works that qualify as novels according to the man- 

datory criteria; optimally, it would also strike a balance between male 

and female authors. Canonical works as well as unknown and forgot- 

ten works were to be represented, where the number of editions of a 

work was used as a measure of its canonicity. Ihe selected time period 

of first editions divided into four periods lasting 20 years each had to be 

evenly represented in each sub-collection, and each of these periods had 

to be represented by 20-25 works. According to thecir length, works were 

divided into short (10,000—50,000 words), medium-length (50,001— 

100,000), and long texts (more than 100,000 words). A sub-collection
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Was to contain at least 20% works of all lengths, ideally 30-40%. 

Additionally, a sub-collection had to contain nine to 11 authors repre- 

sented by exactly three works (which would, for example, allow testing; 

automatic authorship checking systems), while all other works had to 

be written by different authors to ensure a sufRcient level of diversity. 

"he sub-collections for Czech, German, English, French, Swiss 

German, Hungaran, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovenian, 

Spanish, and Serbian are completed with 100 works. The additional nine 

languages, namely Greek, Irish, Croatian, Italian, Lithuanian, Latvian, 

Norwegian, Ukrainian, and Swedish, have incomplete sub-collections. 

The Serbian sub-collection of novels (SrpELTeC) 

"Ihe Serbian sub-collection of novels, SrPEL TeC, was created by a re- 

search team led by Cvetana Krstev. Given the aforementioned set selec- 

tion criteria and the demand for balance, it comes as no surprise that 

creating, a sub-collection of Serbian novels was not a trivial task, and 

that its development required much more effort than, say, in the case 

of English or French. First and foremost, prose writing in the Serbian 

language, and especially novel writing, appeared later than in most 

European countries, namely with the emergence of realism, which pre- 

vailed as a direction in the last three decades of the nineteenth century 

(Deretić, /storija 362). This practically means that the set of works from 

which works could be chosen in order to better satisfy the balance crite- 

ria for Serbian was not as rich as for many other languages. 

A number of Serbian literary works from this period, mostly 

canonical ones, were already digitized. Unfortunately, the way they 

were digitized did not allow us to include these digital editions in the 

SrpELTeC sub-collection. The library that contains the greatest num- 

ber of Serbian literary works from the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries is called Antologija srpske književnosti (Ihe Anthology of 

Serbian Literature) and was developed by the Faculty of Education at 

the University of Belgrade in cooperation with Microsoft. However, 

as these digital editions lack metadata, we cannot tell which editions 

of works included in this Anthology were used for digitization. It was 

therefore necessary to create the Serbian sub-collection from scratch. 

"Ihis took place in several steps, which will be briely described below. 

"Ihe first task was the compilation of a list of works that meet the 

selection criteria. Ihe initial list with signifcant works and novel- 

ists was compiled from scholarly books by Jovan Deretić and Živan 
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Milisavac (Deretić, S7ps#/; Milisavac). The real challenge was to find 

so-called marginal works of Serbian literature, that is, books that were 

published only once or twice and whose authors are mostly forgot- 

ten today. The list was further enhanced with works that were found 

by searching the common catalogue of Serbian libraries COBISS+ by 

selecting, appropriate values for the type of content or literary genre 

novel, short story, short prose, etc.) and applying necessary restrictions 

on the language and the year of publication. Some works were retrieved 

from Belgrade dealers of antique books, while some suggestions were 

obtained from already acquired old books which contained appended 

ists of published works by the same publisher. Finally, a list of more 

than 150 candidates for the SrpEL TeC sub-collection was obtained. 

'The next issue was to find and scan the books themselves, using 

the first editions whenever possible (Trtovac et al.). Books were mostly 

found in Belgrade national and university libraries and private librar- 

ies of project participants. Metadata were assigned to cach novel of 

SrpELTeC, including, data on their authors and publication, data on 

editions used for the collection, data concerning. balance criteria, as 

well as data on institutions and individuals acknowledged for their help 

with the production of SrpELTeC (Krstev, “Serbian Part”). Ihe meta- 

data enables analyses of, for instance, titling practices of Serbian narra- 

tive literature in the years 1840—1920 (Patras et al.). In order to enable 

efRcient metadata exploration, metadata are not only prepared as Text 

Encoding linitiative novel headers and Comma Separated Valucs files, 

but are also stored in Wikidata (Ikonić Nešić et al., “Serbian EL TeC”). 

"This will be illustrated below. 

The digitization pipeline 

"he pipeline for the digitization process is presented in Figure 1. 

Scanning and optical character recognition of a chosen work (step 2) 

was followed by the manual correction and annotation (steps 3 and 

4) in which a number of volunteers helped. The basic annotation of 

chapters, paragraphs, footnotes, parts in foreign language, parts in ital- 

ics, or otherwise highlighted parts was introduced following XML/TEI 

specification accepted for the whole ELTeC collection, the level-1 an- 

notation (https://distantreading.github.io/Schema/eltec-1.html). At 

level-1, besides some basic TEI structural element, namely <front>, 

<body>, <back>, <div>, <head>, <p>, <milestone>, and <pb>, some 

textual elements were introduced as well: <hi>, <foreign>, and <title>.
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All chese tags were manually introduced during text reading and correc- 
tion, except for <p>, which was introduced automatically. 

1;Boanning; 

Figure 1: The digitization pipeline for the novels included in SrpELIeC. 

Additionally, each novel was equipped with a TEI header with the fol- 
lowing obligatory XML elements: <fileDesc> including, <titleStmt>, 

<extent> (size in the number of pages and words), <publicationStmt> 

(availability and licensing), and <sourceDesc> (source{s} from which 
it was derived, with the obligatory information about the first edition 
whether it was used or not for SrpELTeC), <profileDesc> including 
<langUsage> (language{s] the text was written in), and <textL)esc> 

(text characteristics that serve to check balance criteria of the whole 

sub-collection). The element <revisionDesc> was added to record all 
changes made to the file. 

Hayving consistent sub-collection headers enabled the production of 
various statistics, such as the gender and age of each author (in the time 

of the publication) as well as statistics related to publishers, publication 
places, and so on (Krstev, “Serbian Part”). 

Automatic annotation of the SrpELTeC Level-2 collection 

'Ihe ELTeC collection is multi-layered, as the level-2 is built upon 
level-1 and contains sentence segmentation elements <s>, token ele- 
ments <w> for words, and <pc> for punctuation. Ihe mandatory at- 
tributes for a word token are part-of-speech (O'pos), lemma (Q)lemma), 
and information about space after a token (d)join); since space is not 

considered a token, its presence or absence after a token is indicated 
with this attribute. Added to the general XML attribute for the unique 
identification (oxml:id) is the optional attribute for the more detailed 

morphosyntactic description (msd). 
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'Ihe annotation pipeline (Stanković et al., “Annotation”) built upon 

various language resources and tools for Serbian was designed and devel- 

oped within the JeRTeh Language Resources and Technologies Society. 

Sentence boundaries were recognized, and sentences were accordingly 

delimited between <s> and </s> tags using the Serbian specific Unitex 

transducer (Krstev, Process/ng). Ihe next step was named entity recogni- 

tion, for which the rule- and lexicon-based SrpPNER system was used to 

enable us to recognize different classes of NEs, such as dates, time, mon- 

etary and measurement expressions, geopolitical and personal names, 

events, and organizations (Krstev et al., “System”). The level-2 tagset 

contained the following seven classes: PERS, ROLE, LOC, ORG, 

DEMO, EVENT, and WORK. To map SrpNER using, more detailed 

tags to the corresponding, ones from this tagset (Šandrih et al.), various 

existing: and newly developed NER·Vrelated tools were integrated into 

the NER&Beyond online platform (Šandrih Todorović et al.). 

TXM tool (Heiden) was used for lemmatization and POS-tagging, 

adding new information to cach token while keeping the existing 

XML structure intact. Ihe parameter file for Tree Tagger (Schmid) was 

used for the part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization within TXM. 

'he TreeTagger model for the Serbian SrpKor4Tagging 1 ree Tagger 

(https://live.european-language-grid.cu/catalogue/ld/9296) using the 

Universal Dependencies tagset (https://universaldependencies.org/u/ 

pos/) was trained on a dataset created from several annotated Serbian 

texts, SrpKor4Tagging (https://live.curopean-language-grid.cu/cata- 

logue/corpus/9295). TreeTagger also requires a lexicon and a list of 

open classes for the training procedure. For this purpose, Serbian mor- 

phological dictionaries SrPMD (Krstev, Proces/ng) were used to pro- 

duce the lexicon SrPMD4T agging in the required format. More about 

the pipeline can be found in Stanković et al. (“Annotation”). 

Some statistics about SrpELTeC 

"Ihe 100 novels of the core SrpELTeC collection were written by 66 

authors: 62 male authors wrote 92 novels, while four female authors 

(Isidora Sekulić, Jelena Dimitrijević, Draga Gavrilović, and Milica 

Janković) wrote eight novels. One author (Jaša Ignjatovic) is represent- 

ed in SrpELTeC with five novels, 12 authors are represented with three 

novels, 6 authors with two novels, and 47 authors with one novel. 

Short novels prevail in SrpEL TeC, as 55 texts in the collection 

have 10,000—50,000 words, followed by 39 medium-length novels
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(50.000—100.000 words), while the collection contains only six long 

novels. TIhe Serbian sub-collection contains 38 canonical novels with a 

high number of reprints, while the remaining 62 novels were published 

few times, many of them only once. TIhe first period, 1840—1859, is 

represented by only two novels, and 18 novels were first published 

in the years 1860—1879, while the last two periods, 1880-1899 and 

1900—1920, are both represented by 40 novels. 

'"he core SrpELTEC contains 4,931,503 words distributed in 

368,156 sentences and 149,522 paragraphs across 20,851 pages and 

2,329 chapters. Ihe collection also contains 518 quoted segments, 

2,873 verses, 853 footnotes, 840 cited works, and 754 phrases in for- 

cign languages. 

"Ihe average number of words per paragraph is 40, while the average 

number of words per sentence is 14. The novel with the longest average 

sentence length, namely 26 words, is Z/oč/n jedne svekrve (Ilhe Crime of 

a Mother in Law), while the shortest sentences were used in the nove! 

Hajdu# Stanko (Haiduk Stanko), the average length being seven words 

(Stanković et al., “Distant”). 

A total of250,340 named entities were tagged in SrpELTeC. Personal 

names are the most frequent category (PERS 124,338), followed by the 

persons' professions, positions, or titles (ROLE 82,483), and geopolitica! 

and other urban names (LOC 21,318). The frequencies of other catego- 

ries are as follows: names of organizations (ORG 1,539), names ofinhab- 

itants and ethnic groups, including, adjectives derived from geopolitica| 

names (DEMO 19,409), events (EVENT 769), and titles of artistic or 

professional works (NVORK 484). Ihe most frequent first names for men 

are MMiloš, Boša, Milan, Radiša, Stojan, Micbo, and Pera, while the most 

frequent names for women are /e/ica, Mara, Ljubica, Darinka, Ana, and 

Danica. lhe most frequent geopolitical names in SrpELTeC are S70;ja 

“Serbia, Beograd 'Belgrade, and Kosovo. Frequently mentioned coun- 

tries include Bosma 'Bosnia, /ws/ja 'Russia, 7%w%a “Turkiye, /wstrija 

'Austria;; the most frequent inhabited places are Beograd, Carigrad 

“Istanbul, Go/w0ac, Beč 'Vienna, Niš, Shoplje 'Skopje, while the most 

frequent rivers are Ownav 'Danube, Morava, Sava, and Drina. 

Some examples of SrpELTeC usage 

In this section we will give some illustrative examples of the use of 

SrpELTeC in the various domains of research. We will starc by dem- 

onstrating: how comprehensive electronic dictionaries of the Serbian
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language can be used to help analyze the content of SrpELTeC. This 

will be followed by a presentation of a textometric analysis, and fi- 

nally we will show some different ways ofimplementing the concept of 

linked data with the SrpELTeC corpus. 

'Ilhe SrpELTeC corpus was processed using the Unitex/GramLab 

Multilingual Corpus Processing. Suite with the help of a system 

of electronic morphological dictionaries for the Serbian language 

(Krstev, “Processing”). One of the research topics was related to cat- 

ing habits and the language of food. Ihe examples from the cor- 

pus show not only what kinds of food were used in the narratives 

included in SrpELTeC, but also the attitude of the narrated local 

population towards food, as well as elements of their taste in food as 

part of their collective identity (Vitas). 

One topic of research dealt with the use ofalcoholic drinks. Contrary 

to expectations, 70 *wine” was more frequently mentioned than ra//ja 

'rakia, namely 1,181 versus 637 occurrences. If various varieties of 

wine and rakia are taken into consideration, the ratio remains similar: 

1,263 versus 820. Also, whereas less than ten specific brands of račia 

were mentioned, such as #/j/vov/ca 'slivowitz, wine came in more than 

30 varieties, including, for instance, ma/pasjja 'malvasia. This type 

of queries was enabled by semantic markers assigned to entries in the 

SrpMD e-dictionaries, such as +Drink for drinks. Ihe varieties of wines 

were categorized in broad categories: če/o v/mo *white wine' (12), crno 

vino 'red wine' (21), and rwž/ca or crveno vino 'rosć (2). This shows that 

red wine was traditionally named crno v/no 'lit. black wine, contrary to 

the current tendency to rename it into crveno 70 under the influence 

of English and French. It was also interesting to note that champagne 

was not unknown to (some) Serbians at that time: it was mentioned 28 

times under different names. 

Another topic of interest was the evidence of literary works read 

at the time of SrpELTeC. This information could be retrieved due to 

the information about the domain assigned to c-dictionaries' personal 

name entries (in this case, the marker <Dom=Lit> in e-dictionaries). 

"Ihe tag <title> annotating, the cited works was also used. Figure 2 

presents a few concordance lines: the first column gives the authors 

name, the novel's title, and publication year, the second column gives 

the retriceved concordance segment (in Serbian), while its automatic 

English translation is given in the third column.
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[She read all the Russian writers she could get her hands 
lon without choice or judgment. Tolstoy, Gogol, 
Dostoevsky, Gorky, Artzybashev [Sanjin] lined up 
'before her eyes. She simply did not know what to read 
first. 
|You never stopped dreaming, now you have suddeniy 
|become another Democritus. A new Epaminondas was 
|made of me again, "spiked" with Heine's melancholy and 
BByron's misanthrop, 
He knew "Branka" by heart, and he could recite whole 
\pages from "The Mountain Wreath". He could tell you, 

|čitala je bez izbora i razbora, sve ruske pisce koji su joj 
|došli do ruku. Tolstoj, Gogolj, Dostojevski, Gorki, 
JArcibašev [Sanjin] ređali su se pred njenim očima. Nije 

\prosto znala šta pre da čita. 

|Šišković, Dragomir: 
|Jedan od mnogih, 1920 

|Ti neprestani sanjalo postao si sad najedanput drugi 
Demokrit. Od mene se opet načinio neki novi 
|Epaminonda, „špikovan“ Hajneovom melanholijom i 
Bajronovom mizantropijom 

|Jevtić, Stevan J.: Danica 
1891 

|Znao je „Branka' napamet , i iz „Gorskog Venca" mogao je 
čitave strane odeklamovati . On vam je mogao, s kraja na_|from end to end, "Poor Bosiljka', "Alpine Shepherdess", 
kraj , ispričati „Sirotu Bosiljku“, „Alpisku Pastirku", „Kasiju · |"Cassia the Empress", "Aesop's Fables" and Dositej's 
|Caricu', „Ezopove Basne" i Dosifejeva naravoučenija, tako|moral lessons, as well. He was regarded among the 
isto. On je u narodu važio kao neka retka pojava od \people as a rare phenomenon of clarity, precisely as a 
bistrine, upravo kao neki — seljak filosof. |peasant philosopher. 

The three newcomers found many of their dear 
lacquaintances in Fatima's library, in addition to- 
\Chateaubriand and Lamartine—Guy de Maupassant, 
Marcel Prevost, Paul Bourget, and others. They also 
found Flaubert and Loti 

'Komarčić, Lazar: 
Prosioci,1905 

|One tri nove nađoše u Fatminoj biblioteci mnoge svoje 
|mile poznanike, pored Šatobriana i Lamartina — Gij de 
Mopasana, Marsela Prevoa, Pola Buržea, i druge. 
Nađoše i Flobera, i Lotija. 

Dimitrijević, Jelena: Nove, 
1912 

Figure 2: Examples of literary works and their authors mentioned in the SrpELIeC 

corpus. 

Figure 3 lists the most frequently mentioned authors in SrpELTeC, 
ordered by the frequency: the author (or the title of the work in case of 
anonymous authors) is given in the first column, the novel that men- 

tions the author is given in the second column, the third column gives 
an example sentence from that novel, while the fourth column gives 
the automatic English translation of the sentence. One should note 
that Goethe, as the author of WerfPez, was by far the most frequently 
mentioned author, due to the fact thac SrpEL TeC includes a kind of 
parody of Werber, namely the novel (or long story) Veržer (Wertber) 
by Laza Lazarević. 

o azarede.taza: — raviprotvodnemačke poezje, Gete video Rusovljevu. |jA wue producto! Genman poety, Goethe saw Rousseaus dMe — |Vede 188 Novu Eioizi, pa n napisao „Vertera“ |'me New Holoisa", o ho also wote "Werther" 
; ; as sllifrc i rad somc ransiaions by Fi6nsion and 

Dostej — avović,pragar — o mij i sobodno či ncka prevođe d Fenlona ! r iorcign wrers, as dlas the Bible and (OBradoo)  Boednaja 987 D evio Obpdoia dy y py ap Ć nueuinicsedc by Dostej Obradovie hieh were 
osis B ı n može pesnik naćiu dičnoj Srbij veme obrasos obišaja iz — |can a poetfndin beauliui Serbia tue paltems of customs 

meBible as kraj di Oslobođenje|Biplije i Omira. irom the Bible and Homer. „Srbije. 1879 
lankovič, Miics: |Uncie says inat Maupassant miay b skonger, but Tolstoy |Tolstoy \Pre sreće, 1918 |Čika kaže da je Mopasan možda jači, ali je Tolstoj bolji. lis better. 

|Plutarch Popović-Šapčanin, |Učitelj Maksa ode u sobu da ostavi svoga Plutarha u |Max's teacher went to the room to leave his Plutarch in 
Miorad: Sanjalo, 1888 __Skoiski orman ine schooi doset Matjašević Slevan: —a – - |- Čiali te Hajnea... ja proinjem čas kada sam u nuke. |— You read Heino, .. | curse the hour when | pok him and Helne Grofica Agneša uankovič, |O reed Helne . -i egai Vartera. waner i myhar 
Ljubiša Brankovič: - - aR Misinlaća \ua BrankoviĆ — lnazgovarahuse o igovim „Jadnicima: mey lalked about Hugo's "Les Misčrables: 

Mugo etevan Sremac: 
\Pop Ćira i pop Spira, |— Ako xenwre PaGorHwke Ha Mopy nA |— If you want Workers at Sea or 
1804 
„Jakov Ignjatović. |—— Čitala sam od Dima „Draj Musketire" |—! read "Die drei Musketiere" by Dumas Dumas — Bvelpik Renkovi: H ieyaı d Mont Crkio? rs ankoviĆ — |__-ec mana MoWre-Xpyero | —Have you read Monte risto' 

Figure 3: The most frequently mentioned authors in SrpELIeC.
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Textometry 

Besides adding different morphosyntactic annotations, the TXM tool 
(Heiden) can be used to calculate various text statistics (Krstev et al., 
“Analysis”), including textometry as a powerful technique for the 
analysis of text corpora. TXM provides the following qualitative tools: 
Key\Word in Context concordances of word patterns based on Corpus 
Query Language; word pattern frequency lists based on tokens, lem- 
mas, parts-of-speech, or structural annotations, including: named enti- 
ties; and word pattern progression graphics. Ihe quantitative analysis 
tools are based on R packages: factorial correspondence analysis, cluster 
analysis, specific word patterns analysis, and collocations analysis. 

One of the research questions we tackled by using the TXM tool were 
typical professions of female characters as evidenced in SrpELTeC and 
their use over time and by different authors. \/đe were able to do that 
thanks to existing: annotations of professions, positions, and titles (tag 
<role>), and we also had the possibility to include structural tags in que- 
ries when using TXM. We began by analyzing the 100 most frequently 
used roles in the collection and we noticed that 83 refer to men, while 
17 refer to women. Among these most frequent roles of men there are 
numerous professions, including, pop “priest, /čapefan 'captain, do/čor 
'doctor, wćife/j 'teacher, se/ja& 'peasant, vojmi# 'soldier, ča/wder monk, 

sluga 'servant, majstor 'artisan, and /y/sar 'registrar, while roles ascribed 

to women include only two professions, s/wšč/nja 'servent maid” and 
učiteljica *(woman) teacher. Next, we selected all professions ascribed to 

women and grouped them in TXM in 7 broad categories, as presented in 
Figure 4. The figure shows that professions that belong to the category of 
(manual) workers are the most frequent ones, followed by teachers, where 
(nursery) governesses are mentioned besides elementary school teachers. 

teachers: artists: 
women's professions per categories učiteljica glumica 

L = _ | e a workers nastavnica igračica 
teachers u vaspitateljka sviračica 

profesorka baletkinja 
artists u 

peasants u 
Pilićišd jeasants: | medical students: clerks: 
WGR n seljanka _ weorkers: učenica prilj)orka 

beračica _ bolničarka - pitomica poštarka 
students u čobanica doktorka studentkinja nadzornica 

Wijihi pastirka _ Babica maturantkinja upraviteljica 
n žetelica đačica nadzirateljka 

Figure 4: Professions of female characters per categories in SrPELIeC.
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Implemented in TXM, progression graphs enabled us to gain insight 

into the changes in professions of female characters during the period 

covered by SrpELTeC (see Figure 5). One can observe that workers 

professions for female characters were used more or less uniformly 
throughout the collection. The same holds for peasants, but less fre- 
quently. On the other hand, women teachers appeared later (there is a 

steep rise after one million corpus words), which is due to three novels 

written by Draga Gavrilović in which teacher maids are the main char- 

acters. After that, ceacher maids did not occur in novels for a long time 
(hence the straight line after approximately one million words). There 

is a slight rise of women artists, clerks, and medical workers by the end 
of the period; however, in the same period, female students did not 

seem to be interesting to novelists. 

workcrs 

teachers 

artists 

pcasants 

Oc
cu
rr
en
ce
s 

studcnts 

clerks 

o 1,000,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 4,000,000 %,000,000 6,000,000 

T – 6244102 

Figure 5: Changes in professions of female characters over time in SrpELIeC; the 

numbers of corpus words are given on the x-axis, but as the novels in SrpELIeC are 

sorted according; to the year of the first publication, this axis also refers to time. 

\/ith the textometric approach to the corpus it is possible to recognize 

some specific entities or characteristics along with their high or low rep- 

resentation in certain parts of the corpus. Ihe specificity score based on 
the hyper-geometric distribution shows the probability of a lexical unit 

occurring in a particular part of the corpus. The TXM also provides 
a graphic representation of the specificity distribution of the selected 
units. Specificity score values higher (positive) or lower (negative) 

than expected express a more or less represented lexical unit or pattern 

| 
. 
n
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(Heiden). This is illustrated in Figure 6. The corpus was separated in 
two partitions: works written by women and works written by men. 

"Ihe occurrence of professions of female characters in the two partitions 
was analyzed, showing, that women teachers tended to be written about 
by female authors, while women peasants were more often thematized 
by male authors. 

medical 

workers 

workers 

peasants 

teachers 

artists 

clerks 
female male 
authors authors 

Figure 6: The specificity of the appearance of professions of female characters by the 

gender of authors in SrpELIeC. 

Having in mind that SrpELTTeC will be used for various kinds of lexi- 

cal and linguistic research, the use of diverse tools and methodologies 
was provided to make it available through various channels, thus hope- 
fully meeting the needs of different types of users. Three platforms on 
which these novels are published, namely, Udaljeno čitanje, Aurora, 
and Sketch Engine, are presented in Stanković et al. (dSrpELTeC”). 
"Ihe Udaljeno čitanje platform is intended for readers who would like 
to see the original print as a picture while reading the digitized version. 
"Ihe Aurora portal provides researchers of Serbian literature and other 
interested users with a detailed inspection of the novel's vocabulary, 
enabling text browsing, concordances, and frequency lists. The Sketch 
Engine (Kilgarriff et al., “Sketch Engine”; Kilgarriff et al., “Sketch 

Engine: Ten Years On”) is a platform for corpora management and 
exploration, as well as for analyzing texts to identify what is typical in 
a language and what is a rare, unusual, or emerging usage. A NoSketch 
Engine node is installed and maintained by JeRTeh, offering, access to 
several monolingual and bilingual corpora. The SrpEL TeC corpus can 

be freely accessed and searched using: Corpus Query Language, and 
registration is possible without any special conditions.
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Linguistic Linked Open Data 

\/ith the development of Linguistic Linked Open Data, interest in for- 

malizing the bridge between digital humanities and web-centered lin- 

guistic data science has been intensified, although mainly with a focus 

on lexical data. In the digital humanities community, TEI XML-based 

standards represent the prototypical publishing: approach and have 

been criticized for not establishing a sufficient degree of interoperabil- 

ity and synchronization with formal semantics and web standards such 

as RDF and OWL. 

Preparing the data on the SrpELTeC novels for Wikidata and linking 

Wikidata to various applications started as a manual process. Ihe oppor- 

tunity to speed up this process was seen in using information already 

encoded in the TEI header of each novel. Data on 700 novels in seven 

languages from the ELTeC collection were introduced in Wikidata as 

part of the WikiELTeC project (Ikonić Nešić et al., “From ELTeC”). 

Since the automation of the process of data preparation and import was 

envisaged, the different solutions were analyzed, and finally the synergy 

of OpenRefine and QuickStatements tools was chosen as the best choice 
(Ikonić Nešić et al., “Serbian ELTeC”). WikiEL TeC was semi-automati- 

cally populated from < TeiHeader> using OpenRefine, QuickStatements, 

and custom-made procedures; after the extraction of metadata from 

headers, the mapping with Wikidata schema was defined in OpenRefine 

and predicates (properties) that connected subjects and objects in RDF 

triples were specifed in the OpenRefine table header. Each statement for 

a subject has a property and a value that can become a Wikidata item, 

an external URL, or a literal (string). After consolidation in OpenRefine, 

RDF triplets were imported in Wikidata using QuickStatements. 
Several groups of data were added or improved, including, authors, 

publishers, metadata about novels, the novels' printed and electronic 

editions, including SrpEL/TeC, main characters and their relations, and 

novels” settings. As a result, 71 authors and 120 novels from the core 

and the extended SrpEL/TeC collections were represented in W'ikidata, 

comprising, together with associated items for first editions and digital 

SrpELTeC editions, approximately 3,500 statements. Metadata about 

the novels were automatically imported, while main characters and 

their relations were added manually by volunteers, mostly students at 

the University of Belgrade and members of JeRTeH. 

Each novel's metadata item is linked with an appropriate metadata 

instance forelectronicedition (Q59466853), firstedition(Q10898227), 
print edition (Q59466300), and digital edition (Q1224889), using the
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property (P747: has edition or translation), and every item of an edi- 

tion must be connected with a corresponding item for a novel with the 

inverse property (P629: edition or translation of). The list of all proper- 

ties is documented in V\W/ikiProjectc_ELTeC. 

A more detailed description ofSrpELTeC is provided by introducing; 

main characters and the places mentioned in the novels. Ihis was done 

within the Serbian WikiProject WikiELTeC (https://sr.wikipedia.org/ 

wiki/BaxmumeAnja:Bakmpojekar_WikiELTeC), in the scope of which 

numerous SPARQL queries were provided for the retrieval, analysis, 

and diverse visualization options of the SrpELTeC data. Main charac- 

ters of the novels were linked not only with their family and social rela- 

tions, but also with actors who interpreted them in films and TV series. 

"Ihe understanding, of the corpus got a new dimension with provi- 

ded wikidata supported by SPARQL queries. For example, browsing; 
novels written by Borisav Stanković (Q370392), one can start with the 

following, query and continue by browsing, the graph as presented in 

Figure 7: 

#defaultView:Graph 

SELECT DISTINCT ?author ?authorLabel ?aurhorImage ?novel ?novelLabel 

?image 

\WHERE { 

VALUES ?author { wd:Q370392} 

?žnovel wdt:P50 ?author; 

wdt:P18 ?image; 

wdt:P747 ?edition. 

žedition wdt:P1433 ?collection. 

OPTIONAL {?author wdt:P18 ?aurhorImage} 

SERVICE wikibase:label 

{ bd:serviceParam wikibase:language «sr,[/AUTO_LANGUAGE|,em». }}
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Figure 7: The knowledge graph for one author (Borisav Stanković) obtained by the 

presented query (at the top), his novels, and one novel*s (MNečista &v [Impure Blood]) 

related data. 

Introducing, characters and places mentioned in novels in \W/ikiData 
enables linking thcir occurrences in the texts of SrpELTeC. The 
INCEPTION tool was used for this, where one can start with the 
manual annotation while the system learns to make predictions as an- 
notation advances. An example is presented in Figure 8: rivers Xišava 
(Q583062) and Duwnav (Q1653) are annotated as locations (LOC) and 
linked to their corresponding, Wiikidata QIDs. The same figure demon- 
strates that professions and titles, annotated with the ROLE label, are 
also linked to WikiData, namely #;gopac 'merchant (Q215536) and 
bisac *writer (Q36180). Current activities are focused on training a 

model for automatic linking of recognized named entities. 

Moje Je bilo da to spomenem , a poštovanim Je čitateljima od volje da tumaće to kako ko- 

hoće;odvoljeim,kao Šokcu post. BI I"I 
|—==~ llas ccl WIKIDATA — Humama (uzvy-| 

Pisac samo htede ovom pnpovezkoWTednu sliku iz veselih i bezbrižnih 

gp || l —| —— 
dana staroga · Niša —jeđnu sliku starih i dobrih Nišlija onih dana koje je mutna 
iaalısn 7iyHaxl 
Nišava šumom svojimodnelau | Moravu , __Morava —— DUMav ,a _ 

DBs , _____— —— 
Dunav bestraga negde ;iščezlu sliku onih dana koji se nigda više neće vratiti kao n| ptonsnpa— 

mladost naša . — 
Isovim bi bila stvarsvršena . /// 
Ali i ako ovo što sleduje strogo i ne spada u priču , ipak , okuražerrvašim poverenjem ( a jo| III \ oveas Billii 

- OopaNJDI TTIHCaTL ((Qy6i8o) 

više vašim strpljenjem), | pisac ~ će dodatik ovome do sad još jednu ql — 

„kakose veli —kaoisvaki  trgovac (jeri «pisac jenekavrsta trgovca · ,koji 

svoju robu iznosi na pazar ). 

Figure 8: A text in the INCEPTION platform with examples of entity linking with 
Wikidata.
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"ThelinkeddataversionofSrpEL TeCusingNLPInterchange Format(NIF) 

was produced within the COST Action NexusLinguarum-European 

Network for \Web-centred Linguistic Data Science (CA18209). NIF is 

designed to facilitate the integration of NLP tools in knowledge extrac- 

tion pipelines; it provides support for part-of-speech tagging, lemmati- 

zation, and entity annotation, enabling: ELTeC level-2 layer transfor- 

mation (Stanković et al., “ Towards”). Several ontologies were consulted 

to use equivalents of named entity types: OLIA, DBpedia, Wikidata. 

For Wikidata, the following: mapping, was specifed: wd:Q5 (PERS), 

wd:Q7884789 (LOC), wd:Q43229 (ORG), wd:Q1656682 (EVENT), 
wd:Q28640 (ROLE), wd:Q217438 (DEMO), and wd:Q386724 
((VORK). 

\Ve should note that recognized named entities have not been 

linked with Wikidata or DBpedia items yet, as they are only marked 

and classiBed into one of seven predefined types. Ihe Apache Jena 

Fuseki server was used for testing: the Serbian ELTeC NIF cor- 

pus SPARQL at the JeRTeh site (http://fuseki.jerteh.rs/#/dataset/ 

SrpELTeC/query). A SPARQL query presented in Figure 9 illus- 
trates the retrieval of the most frequently used nouns in novels writ- 

ten by Jakov Ignjatović (wd:Q570913), that is, ##ća 'house” (275), 

otac 'father' (208), dan *day' (144), mati 'mother' (140), god/na *'ycar' 

(127), and ra/ča 'hand? 123. 

SPAROL Endpoint /SrpELTeC/sparql 'Content Type (SELECT) 

\g.org/nipžrdf/ontologies/nif-corem> 

milable * Response 2514 resusin3.109 econds 

lemma count 
yha <275rAA<hitpa//vnww3.org/2001/XMLSGhemažinteger> 

omau. 208A <hitpy/Amww.d.org/2001/XMLSchemašinteger>. 
ı 

2 

3 

4 a 

. 

[] 

Figure 9: Ihe Fuseki node with the SrpELIeC edition as linked data using NIF: an 

example of a query.
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Conclusion 

It is our belief that the developed platforms and different formats and 

editions of digital versions of novels will contribute to raising the vis- 

ibility of SrpEL TeC as a valuable Serbian language resource for linguists 

and literary scholars. Additionally, they will shed light on a relatively 

unknown period of Serbian literary history. Ihe SrpELTeC corpus can 

help paint a portrait oflife in Serbia in the second half of the nineteenth 

century and carly twentieth century. Besides investigating eating, habits, 

licerature read, and professions practiced, more complex issues, such as 

the position of women in the Serbian society, education of children, 

cultural habits, medical trreatments, means of travel, or attitudes towards 

so-called others, could be explored, opening. possibilities for further 

analysis of the corpus. To this end, multi-word expressions and other 

additional layers will be added to the collection. Finally, valuable data 

should be added to the header information by literary scholars, including; 

the dialects and pronunciations used in novels, the backgrounds of the 

authors (e.g., whether an author's birthplace was in the Turkish Empire 

or Austro-Hungarian Empire), and the generic features of the novels. 
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SrpELTeC: srbski literarni korpus za oddaljeno 
branje 

Ključne besede: digitalna humanistika / srbska književnost / besedilni korpusi / oddaljeno 

branje / povezani podatki / prepoznavanje imenskih entitet / besedilna analitika 

V članku je predstavljen korpus SrpELIeC, ki je nastal v okviru COST akcije 

Distant Reading for European Literary History (CA16204). Vsi romani v 
SrpELIeC-u so bili izbrani, pripravljeni in označeni po skupnih načelih, ki 

veljajo za vse jezikovne zbirke v European Literary Text Collection (ELIeC). 
Opisani so izzivi in rešitve pri pripravi SrpELIeC. Vsi romani so bili ročno 

kodirani skladno s parametri XML-TEI in opremljeni z bogatimi metapo- 

darki ter strukturnimi opombami. Avtomatično označevanje je vključevalo 

oblikoskladenjske oznake, lematizacijo in imenske entitete, ki so temeljile na 

virih za obdelavo naravnega jezika, ki jih je razvilo in jih vzdržuje Društvo 

za jezikovne vire in tehnologije JeRTeh. Integracija SrpELIeC z Wikidata 

je bila podprta z nizom poizvedb SPARQL za pridobivanje metapodatkov z 

različnimi možnostmi vizualizacije. V okviru nedavnih dejavnosti v okviru 

COST akcije NexusLinguarum – European Network for Web-centred Lingu- 

istic Data Science (CA18209) je bila ustvarjena povezana podatkovna različica 

SrpELTIeC z uporabo NLP izmenjevalnega formata. Vse različice SrPELIeC so 

prosto dostopne pod licenco CC-BY. 
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